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Abstract
We propose an updated design on concentrated thermionic emission solar cells, which
demonstrates a high solar-to-electricity energy conversion efficiency larger than 10% under 600
suns, by harnessing the exceptional electrical, thermal, and radiative properties of the graphene
as a collector electrode. By constructing an analytical model that explicitly takes into account the
non-Richardson behavior of the thermionic emission current from graphene, space charge effect
in vacuum gap, and the various irreversible energy losses within the subcomponents, we perform
detailed characterizations on the conversion efficiency limit and parametric optimum design of
the proposed system. Under 800 suns, a maximum efficiency of 12.8% has been revealed, where
current density is 3.87 A cm−2, output voltage is 1.76 V, emitter temperature is 1707 K, and
collector temperature is 352 K. Moreover, we systematically compare the peak efficiencies of
various configurations combining diamond or graphene, and show that utilizing diamond films
as an emitter and graphene as a collector offers the highest conversion efficiency, thus revealing
the important role of graphene in achieving high-performance thermionic emission solar cells.
This work thus opens up new avenues to advance the efficiency limit of thermionic solar energy
conversion and the development of next-generation novel-nanomaterial-based solar energy
harvesting technology.

Keywords: solar energy, graphene, thermionic emission, efficiency limit, optimum design

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Based on thermionic emission, thermionic energy converter
(TIECs) are emerging heat-to-electric power generation sys-
tems [1–4]. The conversion efficiency of TIECs can never
reach Carnot efficiency due to the irreversible heat losses [5].
Operated at relatively high temperatures, typically over 1400
K, electrons with energies larger than the work function are
thermally excited to escape from the emitter surface. When the
system is connected to an external load, these emitted electrons

traverse across the vacuum gap and are subsequently absorbed
by the cooler collector, thus generating electrical power
through the system. Compared with current technologies for
heat-to-electricity conversion, such as the thermoelectric gen-
erator (TEG) [6–8] and thermophotovoltaics (TPV) [9], the
TIEC operating at higher temperatures possesses substantially a
higher theoretical efficiency [5, 10] and is thus particularly well
suited for concentrated solar thermal-harvesting system and for
high-grade waste recovery. For TEGs and TPVs, the high-
temperature operation is plagued by multiple fundamental
device limitations such as maintaining large temperature
gradients in TEGs while minimizing the detrimental heat
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back-flow, and mitigating the large dark saturation currents in
TPVs [11, 12]. In this aspect, the TIEC, which inherently
operates at high-temperature regime where thermionic emis-
sion is profound, can significantly have more advantageous
than the TEG and TPV systems.

Despite being an appealing energy conversion technol-
ogy that has been widely investigated for both industrial and
aerospace applications, the demonstrated solar conversion
efficiencies of TIECs are still typically below 10% [13, 14].
Such a low efficiency originates from the high work functions
of the electrode materials and the space charge effect in inter-
electrode vacuum gap [15, 16]. Continuous efforts to improve
the output power density and conversion efficiency of TIECs
have resulted in new methods to lower work functions as well
as mitigate the space charge effect. High conversion effi-
ciency can achieve through proper choice of work functions
for emitter and collector, their operating temperatures, emis-
sivity, and absorption coefficients, etc [17]. With regard to
new methods to overcome space charge effects, filling the
vacuum space with positive ions can be used to charge neu-
tralization [13], voltage-biased gates can be used to modify
the intragap electric field and accelerate electrons toward the
collector [18], and size specific alumina microbeads can be
used to maintain micron-scale electrode gap distances [19].
Recently, monolayer graphene, an excellent electrode mat-
erial that can be used to replace metals, has attracted the
numerous interests in the design and manufacture of TIECs
[20–22]. Although Meir et al [18] proposed inserting a
positively biased micromesh gate between the electrodes to
accelerate electrons to the collector, fabricating the gate
structure between the emitter and collector is not an easy task,
and a magnetic field should be applied parallel to the aver-
aged electron trajectories to reduce the current lost to the gate.
Olukunle and De [17] presented simple and fairly accurate
methods of computing the emitter temperature and the output
electric power from thermo-electronic emitter irradiated by
solar energy concentrated by a parabolic mirror as functions
of various parameters, such as focusing surface area of the
emitter, height of the emitter, solar irradiation, reflection
coefficient of the mirror, mirror parameters etc using energy
dynamics and conservation of energy principles. Olawole and

De [5] proposed an effective scheme to study the effects of
the work function, operating temperature, solar irradition,
cross section, and emissivity on the efficiency of of solar
thermionic power conversion, where graphene is used as the
emitter and collector. Despite valuable insight gained from
the above works, both theoretical investigations of the latter
neglected the space-charge effect, which has a dominant role
in determining the device performance. Graphene serves as a
collector material because of its exceptional physical prop-
erties such as ultrahigh electrical mobility, gate-tunable Fermi
level, and superior thermal conductivity [23–27]. Experi-
mentally, an ultralow work function of 1.01 eV is obtained in
an electrostatically back-gated graphene monolayer with
Cs/O surface coating [28], which has been successfully
incorporated as a collector in a TIEC prototype, leading to a
significant enhancement in the efficiency of TIECs. Electro-
static gating of graphene via a 20 nm HfO2 dielectric layer
allows the graphene work function to be dynamically tuned
by 0.63 eV [14]. These superior physical properties of gra-
phene justify its role as a low-work-function collector in our
design. Despite only a few previous works [5, 17, 18, 29],
concentrated thermionic solar cells (CTSCs) with a graphene
collector for harvesting the entire solar spectrum remain
relatively less explored. Correspondingly, the fundamental
efficiency limit and performance characterization of CTSCs
remain poorly understood. Moreover, important physical
effects, such as the space-charge effect, the non-Richardson
thermionic emission behavior of graphene, and the temper-
ature dependence of electrode materials, are not considered in
the prior model. A comprehensive understanding of how
these effects influence can quantitatively impacts the con-
version efficiency of TIECs remains largely unanswered thus
far. The model presented in this work thus provides an
important theoretical step-forward for the computational
design of CTSCs under more realistic operating conditions.

In this work, an updated design of CTSCs was estab-
lished, enabled by a spectrally selective absorber and a gra-
phene-collector TIEC (figure 1). We design a system
prototype by incorporating advanced functional materials,
such as thermally resilient hafnium carbide (HfC) [30] based
solar absorber, diamond films [31, 32] acting as thermionic

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of graphene-collector CTSCs. (b) The corresponding energy-band diagram, where ΦE (ΦC) is the work
function of the emitter (collector) material, and EFE (EFC) is the Fermi level of the emitter (collector). The position-dependent potential
distribution Φ(x) yields the maximum value Φmax. V= (EFC − EFE)/q is the output voltage and q is the elementary charge. (c) Solar
irradiance IAM(λ), emissivity òA(λ), and reflectivity r(λ) of a solar absorber varying with the wavelength from 0.28 to 3 μm.
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emitter, and graphene as a collector. Importantly, we con-
struct a comprehensive physics-based model by employing
experimental parameters to obtain a realistic estimate of the
system performance. Particularly, our model takes into
account two important, yet often missing in prior literature,
effects: (i) Based on a full-band electronic band structure
model of graphene, a generalized analytical model of space-
charge limited thermionic emission current across the gra-
phene/vacuum interface is developed and is incorporated in
the modeling; and (ii) We further include the variation of the
electrode temperatures by performing an energy balance
analysis. To understand the importance of graphene in the
design of CTSCs, we compare four different emitter-collector
configurations, namely: (i) diamond-graphene, (ii) diamond–
diamond, (iii) graphene–graphene, and (iv) graphene-dia-
mond configurations. The results reveal that the diamond-
graphene emitter-collector configuration exhibits the largest
efficiency limit of >10%. Our findings demonstrate the
important role of graphene as a thermionic collector material
in achieving high-efficiency energy conversion.

2. System design and modelling

The proposed CTSC is composed of a radiation absorber and
a TIEC unit, as depicted in figure 1(a). A transparent window
allows the concentrated sunlight to impinge on the absorber,
which is surface-textured to enhance solar absorption and
pursue minimum losses. The absorber harnesses the con-
centrated solar spectrum and transforms them into thermal
energy. The TIEC stage exploits the absorbed heat, operating
at the temperature range of 1000–1500 K, thus achieving
thermal-to-electric energy conversion via thermionic emis-
sion. Simultaneously, the low-grade heat (<500 K) rejected
from the collector releases into the environment via heat
convection or conduction. The inter-electrode vacuum gap of
the TIEC is chosen in the micrometer regime because overly
narrow inter-electrode gaps can lead to the collector over-
heating caused by near-field heat transfer, whereas an overly
large vacuum gap is dominated by the space charge effect
which can negatively impact the performance of the ther-
mionic emitter. Here the vacuum gap sets as 2 μm, in order to
weaken the space charge effect and optimize other parameters
such as emitter temperature to achieve high energy conver-
sion efficiency.

The material selection of the various subcomponents
described above is as follows. HfC is selected as the absorber
material in our design in order to realize the spectral selective
cut-off absorber at high operating temperatures [33]. HfC
possesses the high melting point (4153 K) and high electric
conductivity (4× 10−5Ω cm at room temperature), which are
particularly advantageous in high-temperature operation and
in reducing the series resistance and to avoid the bottlenecks
for the refilling of emitted electrons. Excellent thermal con-
ductivity (0.4 W cm−1 K−1 at 1773 K) enables the absorbed
thermal energy to be transported efficiently to the emitter
surface, without producing a wide temperature gradient
between the light-receiving and electron-emitting surfaces.

More importantly, HfC also has an intrinsic spectral selec-
tivity, with high reflectance in the medium and far IR ranges,
and low solar reflectance [30].

The material selected for the emitter is N-doped
H-terminated diamond films which have excellent electric and
thermal properties [32]. Combining the advantages of nega-
tive electron affinity and Fermi level upshift through N-type
doping, N-doped diamond films lower the effective work
function to 1.7 eV and mitigate the space charge effect, thus
improving the thermally driven electron emission capability
[31]. In addition, diamond films possess the high melting
point up to 4500 K and highest thermal conductivity among
the solids (ranging from 10 to 20 W cm−1 K−1), which is an
essential property for closing to the receiver temperature with
minimum thermal losses [34].

2.1. Modeling the space charge effect in the inter-electrode
vacuum gap

Figure 1(b) illustrates the energy diagram of a space-charge-
limited micron-gap vacuum TIEC. The space-charge effect in
a TIEC arises from the Coulombic repulsion caused by the
electrons in-transit in the inter-electrode region. The forma-
tion of space charge raises the maximum surface potential
barrier Φmax. The space charge effect thus imposes a stricter
requirement for electrons to escape from the emitter via the
thermionic emission pathway. As a result, the space charge
effect significantly reduces the output current density of the
device. To model the space charge effect, we assume that
electrons transport mechanism travel through the inter-elec-
trode vacuum gap is collisionless. Based on this assumption,
the additional barrier height induced by the space charge
effect, i.e. Φ(x), can be solved from the Poisson’s equation

d
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the number density of electrons at position x, f (x, v) repre-
sents the distribution function of electron velocity, and ε0 is
the permittivity of free space. Assuming that the velocity
distribution of the electron at the position (xm) of maximum
motive characterized by a half-Maxwell distribution, then
equation (1) can be rewritten with a dimensionless barrier γ
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The value of Φmax depends on the operating voltage, which is
listed, for the saturation, space charge, and the retarding modes
of operation [35, 36], as

V V
k T V V V

qV V V

, 0
,

,
4max

E sat

E E B E sat cr

C cr

⎧
⎨
⎩

( )gF =
F < <
F + < <
F + >

where ΦE (ΦC) is the work function of the emitter (collector).
The output voltage is the difference of the Fermi level between
the emitter and the collector, i.e. V= (EFC− EFE)/q [37, 38]. It
is should be noted that in our model max E CF > F - F is
satisfied. γE is the value of γ at the emitter surface and is given
by J JlnE E, sat E( )g = , J AT k TexpE,sat E

2
E B E[ ( )]= -F is the

emitter saturation current density and JE is the emitter current
density at voltage V. Vsat and Vcr are the saturation and critical-
point voltage, respectively [35], which can be given by
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where JE,cr is the emitter current density at the critical point, γC
corresponds to the value of γ at the surface of the collector and

J d T9.186 10CS
5

E,sat E
0.75x = ´ , where d is the inter-elec-

trode vacuum gap. When V= Vsat, the maximum motive
occurs just outside the emitter, i.e. Φmax=ΦE, and all emitted
electrons from the emitter can reach the collector. When
V= Vcr, the maximum motive occurs just outside the collector,
i.e. qVmax CF = F + , the electrons generating by the emitter
need to overcome a decelerating force. The space charge effect
thus imposes a stricter requirement for electrons to escape from
the emitter via the thermionic emission pathway. As a result,
the space charge effect significantly reduces the output current
density of the device. Finally, for conventional metallic emit-
ters, the thermionic current density is described by the
Richardson–Dushman equation:
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B E
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F

where A is a materials-specific Richardson–Dushman constant.

2.2. Modelling thermionic emission from graphene: non-
Richardson–Dushman thermionic emission

In 2D material such as graphene, the thermionic emission
physics is radically different from the 3D material counterpart
[39]. Firstly, due to the carrier scattering effects, electron
momentum conservation is violated during the out-of-plane
thermionic emission process [40]. Secondly, electrons under-
going thermionic emission are no longer described by the
parabolic energy dispersion as in the case of most 3D materials
[41], and is instead described by a linear energy band structure,
commonly known as the Dirac cone approximation [42], for
carrier energy lower than 1eV. For electron thermionic emis-
sion from graphene that involves higher electron energy as in
the case of graphene/vacuum interfacial thermionic emission,

the full-band tight-binding energy dispersion should be
employed [43]. The thermionic current density flowing out of
the graphene surface can be modeled as

k kJ
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where the factor 4 represents the spin-valley degeneracy,
tGr= 0.335 nm is the thickness for graphene, f EkFD ( ) is the
Fermi–Dirac distribution function, kP= (ky, kz) is the electron
wave-vector component lying in the 2D yz-plane, x denotes the
direction orthogonal to the y–z plane of the 2D system, kx

n( ) is
the quantized out-of-plane wave-vector component of the nth

subband, v k E m2x
n

x
n

k
n
x

( )( ) ( ) ( )= is the cross-plane electron
group velocity, m is the free electron mass, Ekx

is the discrete
bound-state energy level, and the summation∑n runs over all of
the nth quantized subbands. The nonconservation of kP during
the out-of-plane thermionic emission process leads to the cou-
pling between kP and kx. Accordingly, the nth subband trans-
mission probability becomes τ(n)(kP, kx); i.e. the cross-plane
electron tunneling is dependent on both kP and kx.

For thermionic emission, the minimum energy required
to overcome the barrier equals ΦB so that the transmission
probability k k E E, ;k

n
x k

n
Bx ( ) ( )( ) ( )t l= + - F i.e. Ek and

Ek
n
x

( ) are combined to overcome the interface barrier ΦB. Here,
λ characterizes the strength of 2D plane momentum-non-
conserving scattering process. The term of x( ) denotes the
Heaviside step function. According to the electronic proper-
ties of graphene, the kP integral is transformed rewritten as

kd D E dE2 k k
2 2
  ( ) ( )p= , where D Ek( ) is the electronic

density of states (DOS). For a graphene-vacuum interface
barrier, the Fermi–Dirac distribution function approaches the
semiclassical Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution function since
the emitted electrons are in the nondegenerate regime.
Because there is only one set of subbands involve in the
thermionic emission from graphene, the Ekx

of this subband is
conventionally set to zero. This is very commonly performed
in the density functional theory (DFT) simulation literature of
graphene and its heterostructure, in which the Dirac point is
conventionally set as the zero energy. Here we model the
electron supply for thermionic emission based on the 2D
electronic density of states of graphene [44]. Note that the
coupling between the in-plane electron dynamics and the out-
of-plane dynamics remain an open question thus far.
Recently, the 3D modelling of thermionic emission from
graphene has been investigated [45]. We expect future
experimental and theoretical work to shed more light on the
interplay between in-plane and out-of-plane electron dynam-
ics and their role in the physics of electron emission from
graphene and other 2D materials. Equation (8) can be sim-
plified into single-subband thermionic emission electrical
current density for graphene as

J
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where v E m2x kx= is the cross-plane electron group
velocity, x x E k Texp F B( ) [ ( ) ]z = - - . In the process of
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obtaining equation (9), the summation sign disappears
because in the case of graphene, there exists only one set of
spin and valley degenerate subbands that are responsible for
the thermionic emission of electrons. Because of the atomic
thickness and the semimetallic electronic properties of gra-
phene, there is only one Dirac conic dispersion in the low
energy regime around the Fermi level, which evolve into a
more complex (and highly nonlinear) band structure in the
higher energy regime. This singular set of energy bands thus
allow the summation term to be omitted. The full-band (FB)
tight-binding model of graphene yields
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Elliptic integral of the first kind. By taking these into account,
the thermionic emission current from the graphene/vacuum
interface is no longer described by the classic Richardson–
Dushman law in equation (7), and is, instead, described by the
following relation [43]
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where t vxinj Gr ( ˜ )t l= is a charge injection characteristic time
constant whose value is influenced by the quality of the
contact. Importantly, a recent experiment of graphene/silicon
Schottky contact has demonstrated the insufficiency of the
Richardson–Dushman model in describing the emission
behavior of graphene, and the non-Richardson–Dushman
model is found to provide a more appropriate explanation on
the observed current–voltage and current–temperature char-
acteristics [46]. This experimental work thus provides a
strong assurance to the use of 2D thermionic emission model
as developed above. As shown below, τinj plays an important
role in determining the energy conversion efficiency of the
device. ϑ(ΦB) can be numerically solved from
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In the case of graphene as the collector with the space charge
effect, the barrier height qVB maxF = F - . The reverse cur-
rent from the collector in the saturation, space-charge, and
retarding regions can be defined as

J
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E
qV

4
. 13C 2

inj 0
2 max( ) ( )

p t
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It is should be noted that, the carrier distribution function
(either quantum Fermi–Dirac or semiclassical Maxwell–

Boltzmann distributions) has a decaying high-energy tail
which severely limits the magnitude of thermionic emission
from the graphene. The combination of the electronic density
of states o graphene and the carrier distribution function
jointly leads to a low JC. Therefore, the graphene is not sui-
table as an emitter material. Therefore, the net current density
of the TIEC, J, is the difference between the thermionic
current densities from the emitter and the collector, i.e.
J= JE− JC.

2.3. Modelling conversion efficiency and energy balance

The solar-to-electricity conversion efficiency of a CTSC can
be written as the product of the opto-thermal efficiency of the
absorber (ηot) and the TIEC efficiency (ηTIEC), which is
expressed as η= ηotηTIEC, where ηot is the efficiency of
converting the concentrated solar radiation (Qsun) into heat
flux (Qabs) that flows into the emitter, i.e.
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Here, IAM(λ) represents the solar irradiance varying with the
wavelength λ, whose corresponding radiation wavelength of
AM 1.5 Direct solar spectra is 0.28–2.4 μm [47], as indicated
in figure 1(c). The energy balance equation for the absorber
yields Qsun=Qabs+Qref+Qrad,A, where
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represents the reflected radiation flow in the absorber, and
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denotes the spectral blackbody emissive power density into
the environment. òA(λ) is the spectral emissivity of the
absorber surface, according to Kirchhoff law, which equals
the spectral absorptance, and r(λ) stands for the reflection
coefficient. Moreover, C is the solar concentration factor,

T e 1c k T 1B( ) ( )(Q = -l - is the Bose–Einstein distributions
of photons at the equilibrium temperature, and Tamb is the
ambient temperature. For the thermionic part, the TIEC effi-
ciency is given by

P
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Q
, 17TIEC
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abs abs
( )h = =

where Pout denotes the output electric power density. The
energy losses existing in the emitter originate from a number
of fundamental energy carriers: thermionically emitted elec-
trons, radiative photons, and electron heat conduction in the
leads. The net energy carried by emitted electrons from
emitter flowing towards the collector is given by

Q
J J k T J k T J

q

2 3
. 18ther,E C

E C max B E E B C C( ) ( )=
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The first term in equation (18) is due to the potential energy
and the latter term is due to the average thermal energy
[37, 38, 48, 49]. A part of this thermionic energy flux is
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converted into electricity, while the rest is deposited in the
collector as heat when thermionic electrons are absorbed by
the collector. The factors 3kBT [3, 50–52] and 2kBT represent
the excess energy of thermionically emitted electrons from the
graphene and conventional metal, respectively. It should be
noted that the average thermal energy per Dirac fermion is

k k
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for each degree of freedom, which is different from kBT/2 in
metal. The total thermal energy is thus 3kBT in Dirac systems
with three degrees of freedom, while the thermal energy is
2kBT in typically parabolic systems.

The radiative heat transfer between the emitter and the
collector is described by the familiar Stefan–Boltzmann law at
large inter-electrode gaps:

Q
T T

1 1 1
, 20rad,E C

E
4

C
4

E C 

( ) ( )s
=

-
+ -



where òE and òC are the emissivity of the emitter and the
collector, and σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. Analo-
gously, the collector also includes three major energy losses,
such as the electron energy flux due to thermionic emission,
radiative energy flux, and heat conduction between the col-
lector and ambient. The net energy carried by emitted elec-
trons from collector flowing towards the emitter is given by

Q
k T J k T J J qV

q

3 2
. 21ther,C E

B C C B E E max( ) ( )=
- - F -



According to the Newton heat transfer law, the thermal loss
caused by heat convection and conduction from the external
surface of the collector towards the environment is expressed
as Qcon= h(TC− Tamb), where h is the global heat transfer
coefficient. The temperatures of the emitter and collector, i.e.
TE and TC, are determined by the following energy balance
conditions:

Q Q Q Q Q a, 22sun ref rad,A ther,E C rad,E C ( )- - = - 

Q Q Q b0. 22ther,C E con rad,E C ( )- - = 

3. Results and discussion

Based on the candidate materials of each subcomponent and
the 1D energy transfer model described in previous sections,
we perform a numerical parameter optimization to obtain a
sufficiently realistic estimation of the CSTC system perfor-
mance and energy conversion efficiency based on the fol-
lowing assumptions. (i) The role of interface defects and
irregularities in the graphene lattice is not considered. Those
will contribute the device performance, such as by non-
radiative recombination, carrier trapping and release (after
pulsing), etc. (ii) The electric resistance is important for the
further integration of the device into a system, but in our work
the electric resistance and the heat or power losses induced by
it are ingored. In the following discussion, the work functions
for the emitter and collector are chosen as ΦE= 2 eV and

ΦC= 1.5 eV, which are the optimal values for the range
of electrode temperatures considered in this study. A=
8.42 A cm−2 K−2 is considered in order to estimate the
application potential [53]. òE is assumed to be a function of
temperature, which is given by òE= 0.13+ 2.09× 10−4TE
[53]; òC= 0.1, namely, the emissivity for the collector. h is
assumed to be 0.1 W cm−2 K−1 [48], which is the upper
bound of heat transfer coefficient for cooling by free con-
vection. The incident spectrum is the AM1.5 direct cir-
cumsolar spectrum multiplied by the flux concentration
C= 800 (1 sun is 0.1W cm−2 K−1). An inter-electrode dis-
tance of d= 2 μm and τinj= 20 ns are chosen. The values of
these parameters are used unless specifically mentioned.

The performance of CTSCs is strongly influenced by the
operating voltage V. Next, we will study the operating tem-
peratures (TE and TC), current density J, maximum motive
Φmax, energy fluxes Q, and conversion efficiency η at dif-
ferent operating voltages, as shown in figure 2. The functional
dependence of these device parameters thus offer a useful
perspective on the operation and performance limit of CTSCs.
Based on the energy balance at the emitter and collector, as
defined in equations (22a) and (22b), respectively, the above
parameters are numerically obtained as a function of V. We
first derive the current–voltage characteristics of CTSCs
[figure 2(a)]. In the saturation region (0< V< Vsat), Φmax is
equal to ΦE, which is the minimum energy required by the
electron to be thermionically emitted from the emitter. All
emitted electrons can reach the collector, as there is no
potential barrier in the inter-electrode space, and thus J does
not change with V. In contrast, in the space-charge
(Vsat< V< Vcr) and retarding regions (V> Vcr), Φmax is
higher than ΦE and it gradually rises with V. Consequently,
only a portion of the emitted electrons to overcome the
additional energy barrier generated by the space charge effect
in the inter-electrode gap can reach the collector. As a result,
both J and Q from the emitter decrease as V increases, leading
to an increase in TE [see figure 2(b)]. This increase in temp-
erature of the emitter raises the radiative heat transfer from the
emitter to the collector [see figure 2(c)]. This loss mechanism
begins to dominate the energy flux from the emitter as the
device is driven deeper into the retarding region. In addition,
since the energy exchange of the collector is closely depen-
dent on the emitted energy fluxes from the emitter, TC and
Qcon decrease monotonically with the increase of V. Such a
phenomenon is the direct consequence of the energy balance
requirement at the collector. Moreover, η depends on Pout

produced by the TIEC, which is a product of J and V. Due to
the interplay of both two parameters, the CTSC reaches an
efficiency of up to 12.8% for Φmax= 2.9 eV and V= 1.76 V,
which corresponds to TE= 1707 K and TC= 352 K,
respectively.

To provide crystalized guidelines for the performance
improvement of practical CTSC system, we study the various
processes that underlie the efficiency and the energy loss
pathways of the system. Figure 2(d) shows the efficiency of
the TIEC and the radiation absorber subsystems for different
operating voltages V. Individually, ηot and ηTIEC reaches
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39.8% and 32.2%, respectively, thus revealing the TIEC as
the more dominant bottleneck that limits the efficiency of the
CTSC system. The product of these two individual effi-
ciencies yields the combined efficiency of 12.8% for the
CTSC is achievable under 800 sun. In figure 2(c), we show
the four main energy fluxes existing in the TIEC. We found
that the heat conduction and back-body radiative losses are
two major loss mechanisms that significantly degrade system
performance. To enhance the system performance, more
efforts thus should be paid to improve the following com-
ponents: (1) high-performance wavelength-selective solar
absorbers with an innovative design uses a high thermal
concentration in an evacuated enclosure to prevent air con-
vection and conduction losses. (2) New generation TIEC
possesses higher conversion efficiency and operating temp-
erature by fabricating low-work-function thermal stable, and
low-emissivity nanostructured materials.

Moreover, we study how different solar concentrations
(C) can affect the optimal performance characteristics of
CTSCs, as shown in figure 3. In general, larger solar con-
centrations correspond to more input energy fluxes, and thus
leading to higher peak efficiency ( maxh ) [figure 3(a)] and
electrode temperatures (TE,opt and TC,opt) [figure 3(b)]. Further
increase in efficiency is possible with higher optical con-
centration for devices to operate at higher temperatures. The
optimal values of the maximum motive ( max,optF ) and output
voltage (Vopt) that produces the maximum efficiency also
monotonically increase with C [figures 3(c) and (d)]. How-
ever, the optimal current density (Jopt) decreases with
increasing C. The current density is more strongly influenced
by the maximum motive than the temperature (or solar con-
centration). Specially, when the temperature is relatively low,

the effects of maximum motive on the current density become
dominant. It is should be noted that the larger maximum
motive is, the lower current density generates. More efforts
should be paid on reducing the maximum motive force while
designing an individual TIEC. Reducing the vacuum gap d is
an effective method to lower the maximum motive [49].
Additionally, the higher work function will reduce the emitted
current density and hence output power density even though it
may increase the output voltage. Thus, there is an inevitable
compromise between the higher conversion efficiency and the
higher output power, which may affect the practical design of
CTSCs. For example, for high-power energy generator where
higher current density and output voltage are desirable, the
conversion efficiency could be inherently lower.

To investigate the effects of inter-electrode gap width (d)
on CTSC operation, ηmax at the inter-electrode spacing region
of 2–10 μm are shown in figure 4(a), where V has been
optimized. It can be seen that d has a significant impact on the
performance of the CTSC and ηmax can be enhanced when d
is decreased. As d increases, the space charge effect starts to
dominate, which significantly reduces electron flux from the
emitter to the collector. As a result, the Pout decrease at large d
and radiative heat transfer (which is governed by the Stefan–
Boltzmann law) gradually becomes dominant due to the rising
temperature difference between the electrodes. When d is
very small, the near-field radiative heat transfer between the
electrodes, which is caused by the coupling of evanescent
waves between the two electrodes, becomes dominant. The
energy flux carried by the thermionic electrons is thus small at
a very small d. In this case, the current density is low despite
mitigation of the space-charge effect. We further study the

Figure 2. (a) J and maxF , (b) TE and TC, (c) Q in the TIEC component, and (d) ηot, ηTIEC, and η as a function of V for an interelectrode gap of
2 μm. Graphs are shown for a solar concentration of C= 800.
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τinj-dependence of ηmax in figures 4(b). τinj is related to the
out-of-plane velocity of electrons in graphene with non-
conserving scattering strength. Here we consider a repre-
sentative range from 1 ps to 1 ms, which is referenced to
the values of graphene-semiconductor contact reported
experimentally [46, 54–56]. A larger τinj corresponds to the
situation in which the contact resistance across the graphene-
vacuum interface is large [54]. In general, the key perfor-
mance parameters of the CTSC is influenced by the values of
τinj. Particularly when τinj is small, increasing τinj leads to a
significant improvement of the peak efficiency [see
figure 4(b)]. Such improvement eventually saturates as τinj is
further increased. This analysis thus suggests that electrical

contact engineering may offer a route to improve the system
performance of CTSCs.

The effect of electrical resistance Rlead on the perfor-
mance of CTSCs can be taken into account by replacing JV
with J(V− JRlead) in equation (17). Therefore, the power
density and conversion efficiency would decrease with the
increasing electrical resistance. We further remark that
the active area of the device is also expected to influence the
performance of CTSCs. In general, a larger active area tends
to produce lower conversion efficiency in CTSCs due to
larger energy losses Nonetheless, a sufficiently large active
area is essential to produce a large electric current which is
beneficial for CTSCs. The interplay between the device active

Figure 3. (a) ηmax (that is, the highest value of the efficiency as a function of voltage) and Jopt, (b) TE,opt and TC,opt, (c) max,optF , and (d) Vopt

varying with C.

Figure 4. (a) The peak efficiency as a function of the inter-electrode spacing d (inset shows a magnified view of the current–voltage graph for
d= 2 μm and d= 5 μm) and τinj under 800 suns.
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area and the performance should thus be systematically
scrutinized in future works.

To understand the optimal electrode configurations of the
thermionic emitter unit, we examine the optimal performances
for CTSCs operating in various emitter-collector configurations.
To ensure the fair assessment of potential advantages or dis-
advantages, we choose the work function of 2 eV and 1.5 eV as
the cathode and anode, respectively, and allow them to operate
in the same model as shown in section 2. For the thermionic
emission from diamond, which is a 3D solid, we employ the
Richardson–Dushmann model to calculate the thermionic
emission current density. As shown in figure 5, for a solar
concentration ranging between 500 to 1000 sun, we found that
the best performance is delivered by the diamond-graphene
setup (figure 5(a)). This demonstrates the important role of
graphene as a collector material for achieving high-efficiency
CTSCs. The physical mechanisms that underlies the better
performance of metal-graphene configurations revealed in
figure 5(a) can be understood as followed. In contrast to dia-
mond- or metal-based collector, graphene quenches the parasitic
electron back-flux originating from the collector because of its
low electron emission current densitya direct consequence of the
vanishing density of states near the Dirac point. Furthermore,
low emissivity of graphene avoids heat radiation loss (2.3%).

The combination of these two key factors leads to a much-
improved conversion efficiency when graphene is used as a
collector material. Figures 5(b)–(c) also reveals that: (i) gra-
phene-based emitter generally delivers lowest efficiency because
the thermionic emission current is inherently low in graphene;
(ii) while thermionic emission current from diamond is sub-
stantially larger than that of graphene, the thermionic current
backflow and radiative heat loss are also more severe in the D–D
configuration. The better conversion efficiency of metal-gra-
phene configuration predicted by our model is also in agreement
with a recent experiment in which the overall efficiency using
the back-gated graphene collector is found to be 6.7 times higher
than that of a TIEC with a tungsten collector [14].

Finally, the potential advantages of the proposed system
over other concentrating solar power devices are briefly
commented, as shown in table 1, i.e. TEG- [57], TPV- [58],
and TIEC-based solar cells [59], the maximum efficiencies
and corresponding receiver temperatures regarding these
systems are compared, as depicted in table 1. The theoreti-
cally predicted maximum efficiency of the CTSC is sub-
stantially higher than those of the solid-state TEG- and
TPV-based solar cells, thus establishing the superior solar-to-
electricity energy conversion capability of the proposed sys-
tem. The optimum performance data of the CTSC obtained in

Figure 5. ηmax of the four CTSC devices under 500–1000 solar concentration factors with different emitter-collecotr configurations. The four
configurations considered are: (a) diamond-graphene; (b) diamond–diamond; (c) graphene–graphene; and (d) graphene-diamond.

Table 1. Performance comparison of representative TEG- [57], TPV- [58] and TIEC-based [59] solar cells, and our system.

System TEG-based [57] TPV-based [58] TIEC-based [59] CTSC (this work)

Peak efficiency 7.4% 8.4% 7% 13%
Optimal temperature 975 K 1676 K 2000 K 1687 K
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figures 2–5 shall offer an important theoretical guideline for
the design implementations of high-performance CTSCs with
different optimum performances to meet the varying demands
of industrial and domestic energy conversion. Importantly,
the predicted peak efficiencies shall serve as a useful bench-
mark value for the optimum designs of CTSCs in future
practical thermionic applications.

4. Conclusion

In summary, a new concept of the concentrated thermionic
solar cells enabled by the graphene collector has been estab-
lished for harvesting solar energy. The analytical model that
combines the unconventional thermionic emission character-
istics of 2D graphene and the space charge effect in the vacuum
gap is developed. It has been found that CTSCs possess a peak
efficiency of 12.8% under 800 sun, which is significantly
higher than several existing solar cell architectures, such as
thermoelectric and thermophotovoltaic based solar cells, and
the optimal conversion efficiency and output electrical power
can be customarily made by changing the solar concentrations.
By comparing the conversion efficiency of various combina-
tions of graphene and metal in the emitter-collector config-
urations of the thermionic emission unit, the results show that
graphene as a collector material delivers the highest conversion
efficiency, thus revealing the role of graphene as a key enabler
to achieve high efficiency in CTSCs. These findings provide
new insights for the design of high-performance CTSCs and
shall form the harbinger of 2D-material-based TIEC systems
towards cleaner and more sustainable energy.
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